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WHAT?
The interconnectedness of acoustics and architecture is one that is too often overlooked. 
Many architects tend to focus solely on visual aesthetics, when in reality, it is the architect’s 
job to create a space that is pleasing to all of the senses. Although all senses are important 
to the experience of a space, in most instances architects only have control over sight, sound, 
and touch. While architects usually make calculated decisions to improve the visual and 
touch experience, it seems that acoustics are an afterthought and rarely brought to attention 
unless there are special requests from the client or complaints from the user.

WHY?
The issues caused by poor acoustic considerations range from a space that is simply 
annoying to occupy, such as a desk fixed under the constant hum of an air vent, to rooms 
that are unusable for their intended purpose, such as a lecture hall with a long reverberation 
time making it impossible to distinguish syllables and understand the speaker. In the case of 
musical performances, the acoustical considerations of a design can completely alter the 
way sound travels from the performers to the audience. For example, a rock concert in a 
small room finished in marble would be unbearable, while a high school orchestra would be 
inaudible from the back of a large amphitheater. Therefore, it is important to design a space 
in which the architecture strengthens the performances that it was intended for.

HOW?
In this thesis I examine the balance of visual aesthetics and acoustical performance into a single 
building, the Shrine Hill Music Center. Located in Roanoke, Virginia, the Shrine Hill Music 
Center is imagined as a supplement to the surrounding educational buildings by housing a 
small performance hall, several practice rooms, and a recording studio to be enjoyed by 
students and members of the community. During my research I found myself asking questions 
such as; what architectural choices can be made that are both visually and audibly pleasing? 
What acoustical factors should be considered when designing a performance hall and how 
do these differ from those of a practice room or a recording studio? Is there an opportunity 
to tune a space just as one is able to tune an instrument? By the end I was not only left with 
a building that utilizes the architecture to enhance the acoustics, but also an abundance of 
acoustical knowledge that will benefit me in my future endeavors as a designer.ABSTRACT



GENERAL ABSTRACT

WHY?
The interconnectedness of acoustics and architecture is one that is too often overlooked. 
Potential issues caused by poor acoustic considerations range from a space that is simply 
annoying to occupy, such as a desk fixed under the constant hum of an air vent, to rooms 
that are unusable for their intended purpose, such as a poorly treated lecture hall where 
it impossible to distinguish syllables and understand the speaker. In the case of musical 
performances, the acoustical considerations of a design can completely alter the way sound 
travels from the performers to the audience. Therefore, it is important to design a space in 
which the architecture strengthens the performances that it was intended for.

HOW?
In this thesis I examine the balance of visual aesthetics and acoustical performance into 
a single building, the Shrine Hill Music Center. I found myself asking questions such as; 
what architectural choices can be made that are both visually and audibly pleasing? What 
acoustical factors should be considered when designing a performance hall and how do 
these differ from those of a practice room or a recording studio? Is there an opportunity to 
tune a space just as one is able to tune an instrument? By the end I was not only left with 
a building that utilizes the architecture to enhance the acoustics, but also an abundance of 
acoustical knowledge that will benefit me in my future endeavors as a designer.
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1 2INTRODUCTION01

BACKGROUND - MUSIC
I grew up attending public schools in the United States where practically every student is 
required to learn the recorder at an early age. As I paraded around the house playing hot 
cross buns and annoying my parents as much as possible, this gentle introduction to the 
world of music had me hooked. In middle school I chose to learn the tenor saxophone and 
sat first chair in the middle school band for three years before making the switch to guitar in 
the eighth grade. Guitar reignited my passion for playing music as I was able to learn songs 
that I heard over and over again on the local classic rock station, WROQ 101.1, that my 
dad’s radio seemed to be stuck on. Ten years later, I still play guitar daily and recently picked 
up the piano thanks to a class I took during my undergraduate studies at Clemson University.

BACKGROUND - ARCHITECTURE
Throughout high school the more everyone talked about their future careers, the less I knew 
which path I wanted to pursue. Growing up in a town less than an hour away from campus 
I knew I wanted to attend Clemson and because my strongest subject was math I figured 
Clemson’s renowned engineering program would be a good fit. However, after enjoying 
a few art electives where I got the opportunity to build models, sketch, and create designs 
from scratch I decided to choose architecture over engineering. Thankfully, after six years 
of studying architecture, I am confident that I made the right decision and I look forward to 
pursuing my license soon after graduation.

MUSIC + ARCHITECTURE
My passion for music accompanied with my constant curiosity in architecture has led me 
to this thesis; an exploration of the dynamic between architecture and acoustics. Over the 
past year I have had the chance to study what commonalities exist in the best performing 
acoustical spaces that make them sound better than others, the technical aspects of sound 
transmission, reflection, and absorption, and the tools used to assist in determining the acoustic 
quality of a space before it is constructed. These factors were implemented at each stage of 
the design process for the Shrine Hill Music Center to produce a building that upgrades the 
music performed in all of the spaces within.
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Deaf Architects & 
Blind Acousticians?

Robert E. Apfel
1998

Architectural Acoustics 
Illustrated 

Michael Ermann
2015

Acoustics and Sound 
Insulation 

Eckard Mommertz
2009

LITERATURE REVIEW3.1 Overview LITERATURE REVIEW3.2 Key Takeaways
Deaf Architects & Blind Acousticians?
This was the first book I read as I began my research and it proved to add perspectives 
I had not considered as well as a basic knowledge of the science behind acoustics. In 
fact, before the preface there is a full page dedicated to both an architect’s perspective 
on acoustics and an acoustician’s perspective on architecture. My favorite quote from the 
book comes on this page where the acoustician Robert Essert states, “Design solutions 
should incorporate the acoustical design ideas into the whole.” Robert Apfel provides 
architects the opportunity to do just that by giving a clear and concise overview of how 
to achieve better designed acoustical spaces.

Architectural Acoustics Illustrated
Michael Ermann takes the basic understanding of acoustics to the next level in his book 
containing four sections: basic theory, sound absorption, room acoustics, and noise 
control. By providing graphics and examples along with the technical calculations this 
book makes these complex topics easier to understand for those that, like most architects, 
are visual learners. Also, this book provides useful audio/visual content online so that one 
can listen to the acoustical phenomena being discussed at that moment in the reading. 
I used many of the tables and graphs in this book to help make acoustically meaningful 
decisions throughout the design process of the Shrine Hill  Music Center.

Acoustics and Sound Insulation
While this book contained similar material in regards to comprehending acoustics as 
the others, I benefited from reviewing the case studies that are provided by Mommertz. 
Acoustical case studies were given for all types of architectural spaces including office 
buildings, schools, churches, lecture halls, and most importantly for me, small rooms for 
music. Reading the studies completed on a music school in Grunwald and Lanshut that 
both contained small rooms for music played a major role in my designing of the individual 
practice areas within the Shrine Hill Music Center.

Fig. 2 Graphic Example from Architectural Acoustics Illustrated

Fig. 3 Graphic Example from Acoustics and Sound Insulation

Fig. 1 Graphic Example from Deaf Architects & Blind Acousticians
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4.1 Focus Areas FRAMEWORK

ROOM ACOUSTICS GEOMETRY SITE INTEGRATION

The three major focus areas for my thesis were room acoustics, geometry, and site integration where all three influenced one another throughout the entire 
design process. For example, forming the geometry of a building is something we often see as purely visual, however when designing the Shrine Hill Music 
Center much of the important geometrical decisions were based around aspects that were beneficial for room acoustics.

4.2 Program FRAMEWORK

PERFORMANCE PRACTICE ADMINISTRATION

In terms of program, I wanted to explore the different desirable acoustical qualities of a performance hall, practice rooms of various sizes, and a recording 
studio as well as incorporating administrative spaces for staff, lounging, and back of house necessities. These three different zones proved to be challenging 
to incorporate into one project, especially when considering how sound travels through both the air and through the structure of a building.
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Seclusion
Existing Conditions
Site Studies
Site Integration

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
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5.1 Seclusion

From the very beginning I wanted the Shrine Hill Music Center to create the feeling of seclusion. Not only does seclusion provide for a space where one can 
completely focus on the enjoyment of music, it is also acoustically beneficial to place a building away from the noise of surroundings. This image is an early 
sketch that captures the feeling of seclusion in the performance hall which remained in my building design and is shown in its final form on the next page.

SITE 5.1 Seclusion SITE

Final Rendering
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SITE

I chose Shrine Hill Park in Roanoke, Virginia because of its lush, dramatic landscape that provides seclusion 
and natural views, its adjacency to multiple education centers that could benefit from a nearby music center 
for students, and because it was close enough for me to visit when necessary.

5.2 Existing Conditions SITE5.2 Existing Conditions

Shrine Hill Park
Patrick Henry High School
Roanoke Valley Governor’s School
Raleigh Court Child Development Center

Roanoke Technical Education Center
Raleigh Court Branch Library
Murray Run Greenway
Residential Area

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

1

8

2

3

4 5

6

7

Context
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SITE5.2 Existing Conditions

As a designer it is an invaluable experience to physically explore a site because it is impossible to understand the feeling of a space through maps or pictures. 
In my early site plan sketches like the one on the next page I placed the building at the top of the hill to preserve views as I assumed much of the site would 
be overgrown, but upon visiting Shrine Hill Park I was greeted by nature trails and instances where landscape became gentle and the tree canopy opened.

5.3 Site Studies SITE
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SITE

To take advantage of the existing site conditions I placed the Shrine Hill Music Center on one of the flatter areas of the site and knowing that my performance 
hall would incorporate raked seating I pushed this portion of the building back into the hillside. Pedestrian sidewalks provide connections to Patrick Henry High 
School and the nearby parking lot as well as a drop off loop for accessibility needs while keeping potential vehicular noise to a minimum.

5.4 Site Integration

Site Plan

SITE5.4 Site Integration

Shown here are some of my earlier sketches where I focused on working the music center in with the natural slope of Shrine Hill to create the least possible 
impact on the site. These sections also show how I began to work with the slope of the roofs to open up the building on the south side where there are views 
across a valley that encompasses an existing track and sports field.
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SITE5.4 Site Integration

Final Rendering

SITE

This ancient building technique of constructing an amphitheater into a hillside was not only used for the performance hall but also for the outdoor amphitheater 
shown here on the east side of the building. Also, the second floor balcony creates another space for seating, views across the valley and into the performance 
hall, and access points to both the second floor practice areas and the balcony level of the performance hall. 

5.4 Site Integration

Final Rendering
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Form Progression
Program Considerations
Acoustic Considerations
Final Form

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
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6.1 Form Progression GEOMETRY

Designing the overall form of the building began with shifting a few volumes of different shapes and sizes around to form simple styrofoam models. I was most 
interested in the sharp geometrical forms from both an aesthetic standpoint to contrast the natural flow of the site and for acoustics because at this point in my 
research I found that many of the great concert halls in the world were of the shoebox shape.

6.1 Form Progression

This diagram showcases the iterative form process that started with considering separate volumes for the performance hall, practice areas, and administration 
which were shifted to place the performance hall into the hillside. After learning that parallel surfaces can cause echo I chose to implement a slant wall and 
slanted roofs to minimize parallel surfaces in both plan and section. Lastly, I created sharp cutouts to signify building entrances and create acoustic separation.

GEOMETRY

Cube 3 Programmatic Needs Shift Volumes

Main Slant Wall Slant Roofs Entry Cutouts
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6.2 Program Considerations GEOMETRY 6.2 Program Considerations GEOMETRY

On the previous page is a sketch of the three programmatic volumes along with an early floor plan in a rectangular layout where the sketch above displays the 
form after slanting the walls and roofs for acoustical reasons. Entrance cutouts and set back glazing walls seen in the south elevation play off the slant while 
maintaining the sharp geometrical aesthetic Also, further working with the cutouts on the interior to shape spaces such as the cafe shown in the entry detail.
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6.3 Acoustic Considerations GEOMETRY 6.3 Acoustic Considerations GEOMETRY

While most of the buildings I studied that were designed for music hid their slanted walls within the practice rooms, I wanted to celebrate this piece of 
architecture that was a major contributor to acoustical performance. I decided to consider the main slanting wall as the “threshold of music” where one could 
easily tell by a change of spatial feeling that this threshold exists as a moment of separation between administrative spaces and those treated for music.
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In the final floor plans seen above it is clear that the building works with this slant to provide irregular rooms that are meant for music while preserving regularity 
for administrative and building core spaces. The bottom floor provides group and large instrument practice rooms while the second floor houses the balcony 
level of the performance hall, individual practice rooms, a recording studio, and more lounge space for students.

6.4 Final Form GEOMETRY

Performance Hall Performance Hall

Group Practice

Multipurpose

Practice

Practice

Lounge

Control Room

Recording Studio

Practice

Practice

PracticePractice

Practice

Practice

PracticePractice

Storage

Mech.

Mech.

Cafe

Office

Office

Ticket

Entry

Entry

Entry

Ground Floor Second Floor

6.4 Final Form GEOMETRY

Final Rendering
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Window placement was another thing I had to consider when designing for both acoustics and aesthetics. On the west side of the building the windows break 
the geometry in a rhythmic sequence as they all service the same volume. However, on the east side the differing window sizes reflect the sizes of the interior 
volumes and windows are located toward the center of each room to provide views while preventing airborne sound travel across practice spaces.

6.4 Final Form GEOMETRY

West Elevation

East Elevation

6.4 Final Form GEOMETRY

Final Rendering
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7.1
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7.3

Early Considerations
Acoustic Calculations
Implementing Calculations
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CALCULATING SOUND7.1 Early Considerations

While I was still trying to understand the basics of acoustics and sound design I came across a Grasshopper plugin for acoustic simulations called Pachyderm. 
Pachyderm allows one to measure sound qualities such as reverberation time, clarity, loudness, sound pressure, and much more. Completing simulations like 
the one shown above where I was able to see how sound reflected off surfaces helped me visualize what I had been researching.

7.1 Early Considerations

These simulations lead to questions of room volume, materials and their sound absorptive or reflective qualities, and overall shape of spaces within the Shrine 
Hill Music Center. In this sketch I was starting to gain a better understanding of what makes a room perform well acoustically and asking myself architectural 
questions of how I would support these design choices.

CALCULATING SOUND
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CALCULATING SOUND7.2 Acoustic Calculations

Since I was unsure of how accurate the Pachyderm plugin was with its acoustical measurements I decided to complete some calculations by hand like the 
calculation for reverberation time in the performance hall shown on the previous page. After multiple rounds of these calculations I was able to position the 
roof and drop ceilings correctly and utilize certain materials to achieve the ideal reverberation time for this particular volume and intended use of 1.6 seconds.

CALCULATING SOUND7.3 Implementing Calculations
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8.1 Threshold of Music

Final Rendering

MATERIAL

Final Rendering
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8.2 Exterior Selections MATERIAL

The exterior cladding consists of a charred wood in the vertical orientation that wraps seamlessly with the roof, again emphasizing the three pure geometrical 
forms. The charred color helps distinguish the building from its surroundings while the wood material remains a reflection of natural elements and could be 
harvested from the site itself. Other outdoor materials within the landscape consist of mostly of concrete or concrete pavers to remain durable in the elements.

South Elevation

8.2 Exterior Selections MATERIAL

Final Rendering
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8.3 Interior Selections

Found in the administrative volume are more typical interior finished such as a tile floor, painted plaster walls, and wood accenting. In contrast, throughout 
the spaces intended for music is a minimal material palette where warm colored wood is used on the floor, walls, and ceiling that is tightly fit to act as the first 
layer of acoustic separation between practice rooms and to create an inviting visual aesthetic.

MATERIAL

Final Rendering

8.3 Interior Selections MATERIAL

Final Rendering
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In the concert hall where a longer reverberation time was desired the interior walls are finished in a smooth concrete that is contrasted again by the warm wood 
of the balconies, drop ceilings, and stage. The wood finish and shapes of both the balconies and drop ceilings provide more desirable early reflections to the 
audience below while the rear wall houses sound absorbing panels to prevent any unwanted late sound reflections or echo.

MATERIAL8.3 Interior Selections

Final Rendering

MATERIAL8.3 Interior Selections

Working with large planes of glass is not always beneficial acoustically as glass is extremely sound reflective, however I made the architectural choice to keep 
these elements in the building to maintain views of nature. Most recording studios are dark and in the center of a building, but again I wanted to celebrate 
the moments where architecture and acoustics meet so to mitigate the sound reflecting glass every other surface consists of sound absorbing acoustic panels.

Final Rendering
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9.1 Building Sections DETAILS

Transverse Section Perspective

The two biggest factors of acoustic separation are mass and space. The walls in the top section are thicker than those in the bottom section as they are intended 
to completely block the sound so that adjacent practice rooms can be used simultaneously without disruption. Space between the performance hall and 
practice area was achieved by separating the volumes and using the outdoor balcony to form a hallway connection between entrances on the ground floor.

9.1 Building Sections DETAILS

Longitudinal Section A

Longitudinal Section B



9.1 Building Sections DETAILS

Longitudinal Section Perspective
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9.2 Wall Section

This wall section detail is of a typical wall between practice rooms. The resilient channels mounted on sound isolation clips on one side of the wall help to 
mitigate vibrations that could cause sound to travel through the structure itself. The staggered double stud wall also helps to isolate the structure while the 
double layer of insulation and air space between provides the mass necessary to block airborne sound.

DETAILS

3/4” Wood Cladding

5/8” Gypsum Wall Board 

1/2” Resilient Channel mounted 
on Sound Isolation Clips

2 x 4 Staggered Double Stud Wall 
@ 16” O.C.

3 1/2” Mineral Wool Insulation

1” Air Space

9.3 Floor Detail DETAILS

Construction is extremely important in acoustically treated spaces as sound travels like water where any leak will allow sound to travel through. This floor detail 
typical of the second floor practice areas incorporates acoustic sleeper pads that prevent impact sound from traveling through the structure and into the rooms 
below. The wood trusses vary in height depending on the span length needed and also provide air space for necessary building systems.

1/4” Acoustic Sleeper Pads 
stapled to subflooring

3/4” Wood Finish Floor

5/8” Gypsum Wall Board 

1/2” Resilient Channel 
@ 16” O.C.

3/4” Wood Clad Ceiling

12-24” Wood Truss @ 24” O.C.

3 1/2” Mineral Wool Insulation

5/8” Wood Subflooring
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FINAL THOUGHTS
“The great problem of the concert hall is that the shoebox is the ideal shape for acoustics but 
that no architect worth their names wants to build a shoebox,” Rem Koolhaas. It is difficult to 
put into words all that I have learned throughout the last year spent studying acoustics and 
architecture, however this quote from Koolhaas is as close to a summation as I have found. 
Returning to the title of Robert Apfel’s book, “Deaf Architects & Blind Acousticians”, architects 
tend to strive for a design that is visually spectacular, while acousticians push for a design 
that sounds spectacular. Often the most appealing design visually is not the best for acoustic 
performance and vice versa which forces designers to make calculated decisions that likely 
bias sight or sound based on levels of importance unique to each project.

The title of this thesis, “Balancing Sight + Sound” is truly what I found when studying the 
combination of acoustics and architecture, a balancing act. While acoustics is one of the 
most complex subjects I have studied, I learned that understanding the basics and embracing 
these design decisions early on allow for the best chance of acoustics and architecture to work 
in harmony. Whether these design decisions are in regard to something such as geometrical 
shape or the creative use of traditional materials, it is possible to make simple changes that 
enhance both the acoustic quality and visual aesthetic of a space.
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